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here's a nice highlight from my recently scanned portrait. i put the top and bottom iso 100 portions on two layers, the middle is just for the highlights. i adjusted the contrast, clipped the center, and again, you see the film colors on the monitor. then i pushed the contrast up and added a bit of saturation, and from there
you can tweak further. in conclusion of the images: i dont go out of my way to shoot rolls of any given film, but i occasionally take some light-tight ones as it gives me more chances to play with the image later on, and of course, more opportunities for mistakes. the camera sensors start to give out at the 50mm+ f/5.6
setting, but i prefer shooting smaller like f/1.8 or even f/2.8 to have a bit more dof. i like to shoot raw so i can render it many times. to me, the camera only really matters for metering/autofocus, and color (with the gamma). i dont like the way the camera renders the image, though, and i am still deciding on how to
improve its look. xraw makes it easier for me to tweak things and in the end the pro neg. hi simulation is good enough to call it done. the film simulation makes the subject in this portrait pop out much better. the black matte box i have should be able to do a nice job as well, and i just need to hit the right balance of
diffuse and glossy. the whiteboard is black and white because i have also shot film with black-and-white magenta and blackish-green (i dont have any on me, though!) on an old agfa mp. what i like in these old films is that they have such a vibrant look. when i went shooting in italy years ago, i was always amazed by the
super saturated print made by the old agfa print engineers.
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custom color and contrast settings work by adjusting the color and density of a small, specific area of the picture. if you have the camera set to produce a realistic image, and then select the custom color and contrast adjustment feature, you'll find that in the preview your image looks much more natural than it would if
you just left these settings where they were. you'll see different settings depending on the target area you selected. if you were set to lighten a specific area of the image, you'll lighten the whole color (blue, cyan, magenta, yellow, and white) up to the amount specified. if you select customize all, you can lighten or

darken the entire image according to the settings you have. you can also adjust the density of the entire image if you prefer. and it's worth pointing out that if you have a target area selected, the densities of other areas that aren't white, black, or gray will be changed to reflect the setting that you've selected in that
area. that clip has moved on quite a bit. i did a lot of film photography in the early 90s, and the die-cut papers were very popular. nowadays, they are incredibly rare. i happen to have many rolls of kodak portra 160, portra 400 and portra 600. they are very colorful, and will turn a dingy neutrals shooting just 50mm f/1.8
into a very attractive piece with proper lighting. i hope to dig up a more modern lightbox for shooting such a neutral. scanning out of the camera (raw) is slow. processing can be rapid, but i personally would rather shoot jpeg for that reason. the way it is with pro neg. hi is that you can see the colors of the film on your

monitor, and you can check them and tweak them to your satisfaction. to me, this is the closest you can get to shooting the film, and also to the experience of how it will be in the printed image. (also, without digging through it, you can see the way the film is progressing without having to use a lightbox.) once you find a
scene you like, you could also try to reproduce it in a different simulation on post (maybe one you think is less accurate for the same reason). 5ec8ef588b
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